Parkersburg / Wood County
Neighborhood Watch Co-Op
Suspect Identification

PHYSICAL CHARACATERISTICS
Race: ________________ Sex: _________ Age: _____
Height: ______ Weight: _______ Complex: __________
Hair Color: __________ Style: _____________________
Scars/Marks: ___________________________________
______________________________________________
Tattoos: _______________________________________
Speech (accent, lisp, etc.) _________________________
Physical Defects: _______________________________
Facial Hair: ____________________________________
Glasses: ________________ Right/Left Handed: ______
Jewelry: ___________________________________
Other: _____________________________________
CLOTHING
Hat: ______________________________________
Shirt: _____________________________________
Coat/Jacket:________________________________
Tie: _______________________________________ WEAPON USED
Pants: ____________________________________ Type: ____________________________
Shoes: ________________ Socks: ______________ Color: ____________________________
Other: ___________________________________
Other: ____________________________
VEHICLE
Type: _________ Year: ______ Make:____________
Color: ___________________ Model: ________________
Tag No,/State: _______________________________
Distinguishing Marks: ______________________
_________________________________________
Direction of Travel: ________________________________
How Long Ago: ________________________________

Try to estimate the person’s age, height, and weight.
If you don’t think you can come close to a guess,
use descriptions like short, medium, tall, very tall;
skinny, thin, medium build, large, fat/obese.
If you can see the person’s hair, what color was it?
Did the person have any facial hair: moustache,
goatee, full beard?

Do your best to describe the person’s race/
ethnicity. Note any marks, scars, tattoos, or other
distinguishing marks or characteristics?

If you heard the person speak, did you notice any
kind of accent? Speech impediment? Did the
person speak loudly or softly; fast or slowly? Did
he/she seem excited, angry, or frightened?
Describe the person’s clothing. What color was it?
Tee shirt or button-up? If a tee shirt or sweat shirt,
was there a picture, logo, or writing on it? Long or
short sleeves/pant legs? Light jacket, vest, sweat
shirt, hoodie, heavy coat? Leather shoes, tennis
shoes, work boots? What color were they? Baseball
cap, cowboy hat, toboggan? What color? Any logo
or words?

If the person had a weapon, what kind was it? The pictures illustrate the most common type
of firearm you are likely to encounter.

For the vehicle description, very few people will be able to identify the year, make, and model.
If you don’t know the year, just indicate if it’s new, older, or really old. If you can read the
make (Chevrolet, Ford, Dodge, etc.) or model (Astro, Blazer, Impala, Yukon, etc.) of the vehicle,
provide that.
The picture above illustrates the most common vehicle body styles for comparison.

Try to get the license plate number and the state of issue. If you cannot determine the state,
note the color of the license plate, border, and background.

Make a note of any particular identifying dents, scratches, damage (like broken window or tail
light), or unusual features of the vehicle. If there are bumper stickers or signs on the vehicle,
make a note of what they say.
Note the direction of departure of the problem parties. If you know north, south, east, or west,
use that. If you are not sure, indicate toward or away from a landmark. For example: south on
Market Street, towards downtown, towards the high school, away from the park.

